Further Observations
• Annotation on RUs -For minor annotations providing annotation type, subject heading and value is overkill -Change track in ChAO KB is sometimes overly granular (overkill)
• Users like high level abstractions, e.g Class X moved under Class C
• Communication -Threads and notes were misused for chats and vice versa
• The latter due to the chats' instant visibility -Difficult to find cut off, when to move from chat to RU note or thread -Consequences of using wrong annotation channel
• A user adviced the group not to use an obsolete object property in a tread rather than in a note on that object property itself people used the obsolete property Sone additional Stats -The ratio of created to deleted classes was 2,1 for user7, 2,2 for user 8, 2,3 for user 3, 3 for user 6, 4 for user 5, 4,1 for user 4 and 13,5 for user 2
• Ratio smaller in users that generally made more changes (outlier user 4), than in more 'careful' users Client-server architecture 
